Security Management
& Consulting
Physical Security
Technology Services
Pinkerton offers you reliable expertise and global
resources to deliver the most efficient physical security
technology strategy for your organization.
Pinkerton can provide an efficient and reliable
alternative for the purchasing and operations of your
entire security systems portfolio. We’ll analyze your
needs then customize and deliver the best security
strategy for your organization.
We offer expertise in the following areas:
ID Cards & Facility Access
As an HID partner, Pinkerton can provide you
genuine HID cards and credentials directly from the
manufacturer. Because we also offer badging as a
service, there is no need for capital investments or
dedicated staff. We provide: ID cards and supplies;
remote printing; special badging projects; centralized
administration; and dedicated specialists.
Managed Systems
Pinkerton professionals are specially trained in the
administration and use of a wide variety of security
systems including physical access control and video
surveillance (CCTV). Leverage our centralized staff to

maintain and care for your entire security technology
system.
Solutions Management
It can be inefficient and costly spending resources
to manage multiple vendors, systems, contracts and
locations. Because we understand your requirements
and the marketplace, Pinkerton can be your one-stop
source for: vendor support contracts; application
support; service management; standards and
procedures; and subject expertise.
Consulting
Pinkerton maintains a seasoned staff of industry experts
to help guide through anything from a new strategic
direction to a standard installation project. Trust our
dedicated, shared, or project-specific personnel to
provide: standards documentation; strategic solutions;
project management; vendor and product selection; and
design.

Case Study | Physical Security Technology Services:
Strategic Assessment of Global Facility Access Leads to
Enhanced Security and Cost Reduction
Challenge: A large, global industrial company with a decentralized approach to physical security was unable to:
1) determine who had access to which of its locations; and 2) identify which facilities used an electronic access
control system.
Pinkerton Solution: Using our extensive subject matter expertise, an approach to conduct a full inventory and
assessment of systems globally was prepared and deployed in just a few days. In addition, Pinkerton developed
a strategy to overcome this challenge going forward.
Results: By partnering with Pinkerton, this global industrial company has: 1) developed a centralized corporate
governance strategy for access control; 2) identified areas for cost savings by leveraging infrastructure; and 3)
improved processes for better security and a user-friendly experience.

Pinkerton’s holistic approach to Risk Management
Pinkerton has identified four main categories of risk factors that impact a business and its operation, both inside
and outside of the company. We offer innovative services and reliable solutions specifically designed for each risk
area.
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Additional services to consider

Physical Security Technology Services is one of the
many Pinkerton services that address Operational &
Physical Risk. This risk area is concerned with all factors that can adversely affect business continuity and
its impact to a company’s bottom line.
Our cutting-edge services and solutions for Operational
& Physical Risk are sought after by global organizations
concerned with protecting business operations, securing supply chains, product development, along with
hiring and keeping the right employees.
To learn more about these other solutions, or to learn
about the other three major categories of corporate risk
factors, contact Pinkerton today.

Comprehensive Risk Assessments
Supply Chain
Physical Surveillance
Security Threat Assessments
Business Continuity

About Pinkerton
Pinkerton traces its roots to 1850 when Allan Pinkerton founded the Pinkerton
National Detective Agency. Today, Pinkerton offers organizations a range of
corporate risk management services from security consulting and investigations
to executive protection, employment screening and security intelligence. With
employees and offices worldwide, Pinkerton maintains an unmatched reputation for
protecting clients and their assets around the globe.
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